RECORD KEEPING

Why do we keep
records?
8/26/2009
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WHY DO WE KEEP RECORDS ANYWAY?
I
’
M SUREWEHAVEALLASKEDTHI
SQUESTI
ON
–ESPECIALLY WHILE STARING AT A ROOM
FILLED WITH RECORDS, WONDERING HOW
THEY CAME TO BE AND WHAT TO DO WITH
THEM.
WHEN OVERWHELMED WE MIGHT ASK:
WHY DO WE NEED TO WRITE EVERYTHING
DOWN THAT WE KNOW AND DO IN THE FIRST
PLACE?
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RECORD KEEPING

WHY DOES THE CHURCH KEEP
RECORDS?
“You are my witnesses”
(Isaiah 43:10)

BEARING WITNESS
to the life, ministry and
growth of the Church
8/26/2009
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WE KNOW WHY THE CHURCH KEEPS
RECORDS:
I
sai
ahsai
d‘
Youar
emywi
t
nesses”
WE KEEP RECORDS TO BEAR WITNESS TO
THE LIFE AND MINISTRY AND THE
GROWTH OF OUR CHURCH
THIS IS THE TITLE OF AN ARTICLE BY Dr.
Richard Virr the Archivist of the Ecclesiastical
Province of Canada, and it is posted on our
web page. It tells much about the purpose of
Anglican Archives.
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RECORD KEEPING

“You are my witnesses”
(Isaiah 43:10)

Church

work –Outreach,
Christian education, Mission

The

Sacraments –Individuals’
lives in Christ, “
Vital statistics”

Records

of services, offerings

8/26/2009
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But we bear witness to all of our church
work –the work of the parish laity and
staff, leaders as well as clergy -- and those
are also the records we end up with:
Church work –Outreach, Christian education,
Mission
The Sacraments –I
ndi
vi
dual
s’l
i
vesi
nChr
i
st
,
“
Vi
t
alst
at
i
st
i
cs”
Records of services, offerings

The vitality in our vital statistics is not only
alive with the Holy Spirit but vital to
survival of the soul.
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RECORD KEEPING

“You are my witnesses”
(Isaiah 43:10)

 Correspondence

COMMUNICATION MAKES
COMMUNITY
 Taking

minutes

MINUTES ADD UP TO CENTURIES
8/26/2009
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We are a large organization with a
complex structure and we cover a lot of
ground spiritually, socially and
geographically-- A large part of our records
are CORRESPONDENCE and MINUTES
–these are the records most used by
historians.
COMMUNICATION MAKES COMMUNITY
MINUTES ADD UP TO CENTURIES

4

RECORD KEEPING

“You are my witnesses”

ORGANIZATIONAL EFFICIENCY:
COMMUNICATIONS
 GOVERNANCE
 STEWARDSHIP
CORPORATE ACCOUNTABILITY
 HUMAN RELATIONS




8/26/2009
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What is the result? What do we hope to achieve?
Keeping records well fosters and supports
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFICIENCY:
COMMUNICATIONS
GOVERNANCE
STEWARDSHIP*
CORPORATE ACCOUNTABILITY
HUMAN RELATIONS
*STEWARDSHIP IS NOT JUST ABOUT GETTING
AND GIVING MONEY –it is about knowing the
value of what you have and using it well.

5

RECORD KEEPING

“You are my witnesses”
 What

do we mean by “
Continuing value” ?
-- The Church must continue, so the records
must continue.

If Joy is the business of heaven,
we are in the business of
recording that joy!
8/26/2009
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Archives collect and preserve records of
“
Cont
i
nui
ngv
al
ue”
-- The Church must continue, so the
records must continue.

If Joy is the business of heaven,
we are in the business of
recording that joy!
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RECORD KEEPING

“You are my witnesses”

It is not just about history;
it is about:
where we came from,
where we are now, -- and
where we are going.
8/26/2009
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The Archives is not just a place to throw
things into for storage and say –“
t
hat
’
s
hi
st
or
y
”
It is not just about history; it is about where
we came from where we are now and where
we are going.
We must take the past into account in
order to move forward.
Besides, People will want to know your story;
while society and cultures change, we create
new ways to continue the ministry –in
2,000, 100 or even less than 50 years they
will be asking: HOW DID YOU DO IT?
7

RECORD KEEPING

Why do we “
keep”
records?
8/26/2009
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So we know why we have to KEEP all the
records?
But why do we make them?
why do WE as a civilization think it is SO
IMPORTANT TO KEEP RECORDS?
WHAT STARTED ALL THIS, ANYWAY?

8

because WE CAN … ?
“
Western
Civilization”
has always
written things
down:
(Sumerian cuneiform)
8/26/2009
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IS JUST BECAUSE WE CAN?
IDON’
TTHI
NKSO -- I THINK WE HAD TO
HAVE MORE OF A REASON;

“
Wes
t
er
nCi
v
i
l
i
zat
i
on”hasal
way
swr
i
t
t
en
things down:
This is a clay Sumerian cuneiform from
Mesopotamia, about 3500 years old –the
earliest known form of writing
And already you can see the frenetic
compulsion to keep track of everything in
its form and style.
May
bei
ti
si
nournat
ur
e…
9

because WE ALWAYS DID … ?

Ancient cultures used pictograms,
hieroglyphs …

From clay …

8/26/2009
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May
bei
t
’
sj
us
tahabi
t–
Ancient cultures used pictograms,
hieroglyphs.
writing went through many forms in many
civilizations,
We wrote on whatever was on hand
Fr
om cl
ay…

10

… to paper …

8/26/2009
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To different types of paper:
Animal skins -- Egyptian vellum
and Greek Papyrus

11

…To paper-making …
Paper–making grew in
volume but the technology
has basically remained
the same for about
3,000 years.
The Bible was hand copied
or block printed until
Gutenberg invented moveable
type (c. 1450).
8/26/2009
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But once the Chinese and the Japanese
started making paper it became a widespread
craft all over the world–the demand grew, but
the materials did not change for about 2000
years.
Printing did change:The Bible was hand copied
or block printed for more than 1,000 years
The invention of the moveable type press by
Gutenberg around 1450 changed the world as
rapidly as telecommunications today –and
paper making needs grew with it.
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PAPER IS ORGANIC:
Vellum

and parchment–
animal skins
Papyrus
Cotton and linen
Wood pulp
8/26/2009
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PAPER IS ORGANIC: made of natural things

Vellum and parchment–animal skins
Papyrus, Cotton and linen –and then Wood
pulp
PRESERVATION IS BASED LARGELY ON
THE NATURE OF PAPER. If you know that
nature, you instinctively do the right thing to
take care of it.
Paper is simple –it is organic. It retains many
of its original plant properties.
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Paper is like people
 It

breathes
 It responds to stimuli
 It eats (absorbs chemicals) or gets
eaten
 It is weakened by extreme changes
 It is injured by over-handling or
neglect, and …
-- IT MULTIPLIES!!
8/26/2009
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Paper is like people
It breathes
It responds to stimuli
It eats (absorbs chemicals) or gets eaten
It is weakened by extreme changes
It is injured by over-handling or neglect,
and…
-- IT MULTIPLIES!!
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Instead of writing, some indigenous
cultures used:
Symbolic artwork
Oral history –telling stories
Dreams –visiting ancestors

(Why couldn’
t we be like that?)
8/26/2009
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Instead of writing, some indigenous cultures
used:

Symbolic artwork
Oral history –telling stories
Dreams –visiting ancestors
(
Whycoul
dn’
twebel
i
ket
hat
?)
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Why did we keep written records?

KNOWLEDGE
PHILOSOPHY
RELIGION –the Bible
COMMUNICATION
Gutenberg Press
Reformation

ACCOUNTABILITY
8/26/2009
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Well, we are different –we gained power
through KNOWLEDGE
PHILOSOPHY
RELIGION
-- Bible
COMMUNICATION
Gutenberg Press

Reformation

ACCOUNTABILITY
Wedi
dn’
tknowi
twoul
dgi
veuspower–it is a
gut urge –the more knowledge we gain, the
more we all want to
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Why did we keep written records?

WE ALL WANT TO

8/26/2009
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I
T’
SMORETHANTHAT–WE WANT OUR
RECORDS TO LAST
WE ALL WANT TO TESTIFY
I
T’
SAHUMANI
MPULSEAND—
I
T’
SOURTRADI
TI
ON

17

IT SEEMED LIKE A GOOD IDEA AT THE TIME…

Gutenberg’
s Press (c. 1450)
The printed word is power
Faster communications makes power
accountable, BUT…
Industrialization, trade:
Increased need for paper…
8/26/2009
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It seemed like a good idea at the time –BUT MAYBE WE
OVERDID IT A BIT.no one knew that the paper would be a
problem.
The technology for creating records has changed rapidly in
the last 450 years –an example would be the Reformation –
somesayi
twoul
dn’
thavehappenedi
fMar
t
i
nLut
herhadn’
t
been able to publish his documents so fast –written
communication is power –and it makes power accountable.
But it has a price -- with developing industry, politics,
communications in the western world, it has spun out of
control. Computers have added to the problem not solved it.
History has been recorded on paper almost since the
beginning of recording, but we have gone from 3000 years
of a relatively slow pace of production to a SUDDEN
OVERWHELM in less than 100 years.
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WHOA -- WHA’HOPPEN?
Faster
communications
COMPUTER
Technology
INFORMATION
HIGHWAY
8/26/2009

2008–Progress?
…. Or not.
MORE PAPER
LESS TIME 19

Whoa! What happened? now we are also faced with the task of
including the preservation of records stored on electronic and
magnetic media which are highly unstable compared to paper.
Computers have not reduced paper and have not reduced time
–except for library cataloguing and other database functions –
but not for the users. Computers make us think we have to do
everything faster, but only the final printed product is verifiable.
Somehow we think we have to imitate computer behaviour,
going faster and faster, producing more information, thinking in
straight lines instead of holistically –very stressful on clergy or
anyone trained to think this way–wait a minute! computers
were made to imitate HUMAN behaviour –i
thasn’
twor
kedout
that way.
For archivists, the challenge is how to organize and preserve
the information, and how to deal with the overproduction of
inferior paper and unstable media.
19

Acidic paper -- Wood pulp

Charles Fenerty of
Halifax made the first paper
from wood pulp (newsprint)
in

1838.
8/26/2009
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The most unstable paper is the kind we use
the most of today. Wood pulp paper.
Charles Fenerty of Halifax made the first paper
from wood pulp (newsprint) in

1838.
He was helping a local paper mill maintain an
adequate supply of rags to make paper, when
he succeeded in making paper from wood
pulp. He neglected to patent his invention and
others did patent papermaking processes
based on wood fiber.

20

Acidic paper -- Wood pulp

8/26/2009
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That was, I repeat, 1838.
EVERYTHING PRINTED ON THIS KIND
OF PAPER SINCE THEN HAS BECOME
THE BIGGEST PRESERVATION
CHALLENGE FOR ARCHIVISTS AND A
NIGHTMARE FOR PUBLISHERS AND
LIBRARIES.

21

Wood pulp paper
The ACIDS in wood pulp paper cause it to:
 Become

brittle
 React with air and light
 Tear, crease and warp easily
 Turn brown
 AND crumble to dust in
80 -100 years

loss of
information

8/26/2009
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The ACIDS in wood pulp paper cause it to:
Become brittle
React with air and light
Tear, crease and warp easily
Turn brown
RESULTING IN loss of INFORMATION
AND crumble to dust in 80 -100 years
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FORTUNATELY:
The Church continued to use cotton rag
paper and low acid papers much longer
than industry did.
Rag paper, parchment and vellum are a
preservation challenge -- but will last
longer than acidic paper or digital media
–if stored properly.
8/26/2009
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FOTUNATELY:
The Church continued to use cotton rag
paper and low acid papers much longer
than industry did.
Parchment and vellum are a preservation
challenge but will last longer than acidic
paper or digital media.
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DAMAGE and CONSERVATION

WATER DAMAGE, INK MIGRATION

8/26/2009
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THI
SI
STHEARCHI
VI
ST’
SCHALLENGE-- –
SOME EXAMPLES OF
DAMAGE and CONSERVATION
--WATER DAMAGE, INK MIGRATION ON
RAG PAPER
THE PAPER IS STILL QUITE STRONG AND
PLIABLE.

24

DAMAGE and CONSERVATION

BRITTLING, BREAKAGE

8/26/2009
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BRITTLING, BREAKAGE ON ACIDIC
PAPER –WE ALMOST LOST THE DATE
AND THE SIGNATURES ON THIS ONE

25

CRUMBLING EDGES, CRACKING AT SPINE

8/26/2009
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CRUMBLING EDGES, CRACKING AT
SPINE –This paper is about 100 years old
and crumbles to the touch -- a result of
acidic paper on which someone wrote to
the very edge –then they rebound the
pages too tightly.
We have repaired the outer edge but we
will have to carefully break the spine to get
the rest –and we will lose some
information doing it.
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Dry over-handled edges, ink
migration (rag, 220 yrs old)

8/26/2009
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Dry over-handled edges, ink migration
(rag, 220 yrs old)
Cotton rag paper, too, can lose its edges
too from dryness, dirt and pests.
This paper is 220 years old. The edges
are dried out by time and maybe pests. It
is much stronger than the other however
and can be moved without crumbling

27

Grease from wax seal

8/26/2009
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This is high rag content paper but the wax
seal grease has migrated. The ink is also
fading.

28

A parish
register -Acidic paper
–with:
Tape damage
Acidification
Brittling
Water +
mildew
8/26/2009
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A parish register acidic paper with tape
damage, finger prints, water and mildew
stains and advanced acidification and
brittling, and of course the writer filled in
the FORM blocks to the edge.
Atl
eastt
hei
nki
sn’
tmi
gr
at
i
ng–it never
had a chance. It is less than 100 years old.
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How do we preserve records?
 ACID

–FREE ENCLOSURE with
 CALCIUM CARBONATE BUFFER
 CREATE STABLE MICRO-ENVIRONMENT
 REDUCE EXPOSURE TO AIR and LIGHT
 REDUCE HANDLING
 CONSERVATION TREATMENT
The sooner, the better!
8/26/2009
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PRESERVATION
How do we preserve records?
ACID –FREE ENCLOSURE with
CALCIUM CARBONATE BUFFER
CREATE STABLE MICRO-ENVIRONMENT
REDUCE EXPOSURE TO AIR and LIGHT
REDUCE HANDLING
CONSERVATION TREATMENT

30

Interleave pages with buffered paper
Engraving
pigment
migrating,
reacting
with acid

8/26/2009
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This is an Engraving –a tiny landscape.
The oily pigment is migrating through
many pages and reacting with acid. We
interleave these to slow down the reaction.

31

Strengthen and repair edges

8/26/2009
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We strengthen and repair edges with
natural long fibre, nearly transparent acidfree tape that is alkaline –
It is flexible and light-weight and the
adhesive will not change chemically over
time.

32

Strengthen
and
repair
edges
8/26/2009
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Here it is trimmed and honed (rubbed
down)..

33

PRESERVATION + ACCESS
Why do we preserve our records?

To provide access to information
for:
 Legal and corporate requirements
 Organizational Effectiveness
 History –telling an authentic story
 Supporting all Ministry –and …
PRESERVATION IS A MINISTRY
8/26/2009
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Why do we go to so much expense and trouble
to preserve records ?
Legal and corporate requirements –FINDING
VERIFYING DOCUMENTS IS NECESSARY
FOR FINANCIAL GROWTH AND
MANAGEMENT
Organizational Effectiveness –IF WE ARE
SEEN TO CARE FOR OUR ASSETS, OTHERS
ARE MORE LIKELY TO CONTRIBUTE.
History –telling an AUTHENTIC story
Supporting all Ministry –and…
PRESERVATION ITSELF IS A MINISTRY

34

ACCESS: Providing information for:
 Parish

business –certificates, burial
records, boundaries, corporate.
 Property and inheritance
 Historical research
 Vital statistics
 Family history –genealogy
 Pictorial history –as photographic prints
become rare, ours become more valued.
8/26/2009
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A church archives must ALSO provide
ACCESS to the information for the same
reasons:
Parish business –certificates, burial
records, boundaries, corporate.
Property, INSURANCE and inheritance
Historical research
Vital statistics
Family history –genealogy
Pictorial history –as photographic prints
become rare, ours become more valued.

35

ACCESS policy addresses:
 Protection

of privacy of personal
identifying information

 Illegal

use of information

 Upsurge

of genealogy
“
madness”

8/26/2009
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We also must have ACCESS POLICIES governing the
information –the Diocesan archives expanded its
policies last year at the recommendation of the General
Synod Archives because of developments in the past
f
ewy
ear
s:Angl
i
canr
ecor
dsbecame“
open”
,butVi
t
al
Statistics cracked down on their similar information after
9/11, so more people are coming to the church for
records: a photocopy can be used to get a false ID.
Our Access policy addresses:
Protection of privacy of personal identifying
information
Illegal use of information
Upsur
geofgeneal
ogy“madness”
Original parish records should never be handled by the
public –for preservation reasons –the extensive
handling for family research will damage the record.
36

Facts to remember:
 All

Anglican parish records are on
microfilm at NSARM -- Open to the
public for viewing
 Photocopying from film is not allowed
 Genealogical research must be done
from the microfilm
 If in doubt –refer to the Diocesan
Archivist
8/26/2009
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The Access policy looks very complicated
but in the parish it need not be used all the
time.
We have arranged for the microfilm to be
properly stored and used at the Nova
Scotia Archives, at the Beaton Institute in
Cape Breton and at the Public records
Office in PEI (Public Archives) as well as
other research facilities using our
microfilm, so people doing family history
can be referred to the microfilm in their
area.
37

PRESERVATION and ACCESS:
a conflict?
Preservation

Access

Lock it
away!

Expose
it!

8/26/2009
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It might seem that preservation and access
are in conflict –preservation means
locking things away and Access would like
to expose it –but actually they can work
t
oget
her…

38

SOLUTIONS:
ARCHIVAL
PRESERVATION
OF ORIGINALS

8/26/2009

REFORMAT,
CREATE
ACCESS
TOOLS
39

We preserve the originals while providing a
copy for others to use, a reformatted
version is a preservation method and an
access tool.
We also create indexes and finding aids –
mor
e“
ac
ces
st
ool
s
”t
of
i
ndt
hi
ngsqui
ck
l
y
without having to search the originals

39

PRESERVATION:
Protect

originals
Describe each uniquely
Preserve context
MAKE A COPY –“
Reformat”-MICROFILM and PHOTOCOPY
Create policies that
CONTROL ACCESS to contents
8/26/2009
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All these things contribute to preservation:
Enclose and protect originals
Describe each uniquely
Preserve context –maintain the
arrangement
MAKE A COPY –Reformatting:
MICROFILM and PHOTOCOPY
Policies –CONTROLACCESS….

40

ACCESS TOOLS
 RETRIEVAL

SYSTEMS:
Database catalogues, digitized
images and texts
Finding aids, indexes.

 REFORMATS:
MICROFILM

–for public to use
PAPER COPY -- for frequent
access
8/26/2009
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And these are access tools:
RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS:
Database catalogues, digitized images
and texts
Finding aids, indexes.
REFORMATS:
MICROFILM –for public to use
PAPER COPY -- for frequent access

41

ACCESS TOOLS
DIGITAL text and scanned image FILES:

USE FOR BACKUP AND INFORMATION
ACCESS ONLY
NOT a preservation method
NEVER DESTROY THE ORIGINALS!
8/26/2009
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Somepeopl
et
hi
nkt
hatwedon’
thav
et
osav
e
the original because everything can be stored
digitally now –THIS IS DANGEROUS
THINKING.
Digital files may be used AS A BACKUP OR
AN ACCESS TOOL ONLY.
NEVER DESTROY THE ORIGINALS; WHY?
Digital text and scanned images are not
regarded by archivists and records managers
as a viable preservation method –this opinion
is shared by international standards
organizations and the Canadian Conservation
Institute after extensive testing of digital
media.
42

Digital Storage: NOT for preservation –
why?
Computer

Discs do NOT have a
KNOWN life-span
Estimated: 10-100 YEARS (?)

PAPER

LASTS THE LONGEST
Known: 80 –300 –1,000 years

8/26/2009
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Computer Discs do NOT have a
KNOWN life-span
Estimated 10-100 YEARS
PAPER LASTS THE LONGEST
Known Lifespan of 80 –300 –1,000 years
For a computer disc to last 10-100 years it would
have to be the highest quality material and kept at
ideal temperature and humidity and practically never
used –and recopied frequently. The same thing
goes for microfilm –and when it is used
consistently, it gets scratched and must be reprinted
to be readable.
43

Digital Storage: NOT for preservation:
 The

technology for READING digital
files is rapidly changing –both the
medium (discs) and the format may
become OBSOLETE

 The

original CONTEXT can be LOST
(unless described diligently)
Physical arrangement tells a story too.
8/26/2009
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There are other reasons why a digital file
system is not as good as a paper file
system:
The technology for READING digital
files is rapidly changing –both the
medium (discs) and the format may
become OBSOLETE
The original CONTEXT can be LOST
(unless described diligently)
Physical arrangement tells a story too.
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“THE PRESENT IS THE
FUTURE’
S PAST”

But the past is also a
present to the future
8/26/2009
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Through it all we keep forever present in
ourmi
nds:(
andi
t
’
sdi
f
f
i
cul
t
)
“
THE PRESENT IS THE FUTURE’
S
PAST”
but the past is also a PRESENT to the
future

45

What can You do in the parishes?

PRESERVATION
AT THE
“
POINT OF CREATION”
8/26/2009
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In the meantime, what can you do in the
parishes? –you can do a lot.
We are all record creators and the way we
create records will affect their life span.
PRESERVATION
AT THE
“
POI
NTOFCREATI
ON”

46

What can You do in the parishes?
Observe regular records
management practices.
(ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
RELIEVES STRESS IN THE LONG RUN)

Have a Disaster Plan –
keep insurance up to date.
8/26/2009
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Observe regular records management practices.
It will save time and money in the end –weed your files,
keep emergency equipment on site, collaborate with the
insurance advisor, prevent disasters by monitoring
conditions, security and access to valuable objects and
records.
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS RELIEVES
STRESS IN THE LONG RUN
you need to be WELL to tackle records management
problems –but a little attention at the beginning sustains
organizational effectiveness. Leaves more time for ministry,
contributes to wellness in the end.
Andt
hent
her
ei
st
heweat
her
!ANUNKNOWNFACTOR.“
I
t
i
sAwi
semanwhohasl
ear
nedt
oex
pectt
heunex
pect
ed”

Have a Disaster Recovery / Emergency
preparedness Plan –keep insurance up to date.
47

What can You do in the
parishes?
PRINT

ALL “
DIGITAL BORN”
RECORDS OF PERMANENT VALUE
(back up to disc)

USE

ACID FREE PAPER for one
permanent file copy

8/26/2009
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PRI
NTALL“
DI
GI
TALBORN”RECORDSOF
PERMANENT VALUE
(back up to disc)
USE ACID FREE PAPER for one permanent file
copy of records of continuing value:
Correspondence, reports, proposals, minutes, music,
newsletters. It is no good pasting them into an old
register or a vinyl binder when they are on acid-free
paper so try to warn people against doing that. Just a
regular file system in a enameled cabinet will keep
ever
y
t
hi
ngst
abl
eunt
i
li
ti
st
i
met
obear
chi
ved.Don’
t
use coloured paper files –if they get wet –the dye
runs.
48

What can You do in the parishes?
 DOCUMENT

MATERIAL
HERITAGE –

 Memorials,

windows,
artifacts,
furniture,
buildings
8/26/2009
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DOCUMENT MATERIAL HERITAGE –memorials,
furnishings, artifacts, windows, buildings -- these are
valuable records too.
For insurance purposes, for disaster planning, and for
accountability to people who have donated things,
document all of your Memorials, windows, artifacts,
furniture, buildings take pictures, describe size and
colour, record the source and the dates and people
involved. Your parish should have a copy of The
Mat
er
i
alHer
i
t
agegr
oupoft
heGener
alSy
nod’
s
publ
i
c
at
i
on“
Keepi
ngTr
ack–managing your church
asset
s”–it contains many useful forms and methods
of doing all this.
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What can You do in the parishes?
DEPOSIT OFFICIAL PARISH RECORDS
TO DIOCESAN ARCHIVES
 Records

remain corporate property
of the parish after deposit

 CLERGY

REQUESTS to the Archives
ARE FIRST PRIORITY

8/26/2009
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If you are having real difficulties in managing
and protecting your parish records, you can
always deposit them to the Archives.
Even with our present problems of space and
time, they will be given first priority in
processing, and first priority in access. They will
be described, treated and preserved, arranged
and retrieved and copied information sent to
you immediately upon request as email
attachment.

50

What can You do in the
parishes?
 ASK

QUESTIONS –PRESENT
YOUR PRESERVATION
PROBLEMS TO THE ARCHIVES

 USE

8/26/2009

GUIDELINES ON WEBSITE
51

You can ask questions any time –and make
use of the few pamphlets I have managed to
write that are available on the Archives section
oft
hewebsi
t
eunder“
Ar
chi
vesDocument
s”
.
These are a bit oversimplified, but please ask
questions.
If you cannot access the website –I
’
l
lmai
lyou
the hard copy.

51

What can You do in the
parishes?
WRITING IN THE REGISTERS:
 DON’
T

WRITE TO THE EDGE of the

pages
 Don’
t rebind or repair without advice

USE

ACID FREE PENS

8/26/2009
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The registers, minute books, ledgers, records of
services are the primary records that you create
–
WHEN YOU ARE WRITING IN THE
REGISTERS:
DON’
TWRI
TETO THEEDGEoft
hepages

Don’
tr
ebi
ndorr
epai
rwi
t
houtadv
i
ce
USE ACID FREE PENS

52

ACID-FREE PIGMA PENS

Ink will not fade or migrate through
paper
8/26/2009
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ACID-FREE PIGMA PENS (MICRON 02)
Ink will not fade or migrate
Available at the BOOK ROOM -- $7.50+
For writing in registers or signing important
documents –or drawing cartoons –the ink
flows smoothly and evenly and will not
react with acidic paper. Lasts more than a
year if cap is kept on –is PERMANENT –
don’
tgetony
ourcl
ot
hes
.

53

“
COUNT IT ALL JOY”
(James 1:2)

And now for prize-giving …
8/26/2009
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James says:
COUNT IT ALL JOY, MY BRETHREN, WHEN
YOU MEET VARIOUS TRIALS.
It is all part of recording the joy of heaven on
earth.
And now for prize-gi
vi
ng…

54

IN WHAT YEAR
was acidic wood pulp
paper first invented?
(HINT: in Halifax to make newsprint)
8/26/2009
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IN WHAT YEAR
was acidic wood pulp paper first invented?
HINT: in Halifax to make newsprint)
Fi
r
standl
astsyl
l
abl
er
hymeswi
t
h“
gat
e”
Everyone will get a prize pen –there are 6
other grand prizes of archival supplies
packages.
If you remember the answers to the next 6
questions, you will know all you need to
know to preserve and arrange a collection.
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Name ONE type of safe
plastic to use as archival
enclosure
(HINT: also used in 1970s to make
disco dancing clothing)
8/26/2009
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Polyester, polypropylene, or polyethylene

56

Name one thing that
people can do but
records cannot do.
(HINT: people are alive)
8/26/2009
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Records cannot take care of themselves
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What is the OLDEST
TYPE OF record in the
FORM OF WRITING
that we know about?
(HINT: looks and sounds sort of like
“
CUCUMBER”
)
8/26/2009
58

Cuneiform
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What is THE MOST
DANGEROUS thing to
records?
(HINT: It leaves nothing to recover)
8/26/2009
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FIRE
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What is the most
important principle
in archival
arrangement?
(HINT: Not “
LUCK”but sounds like
“
PROVIDENCE”
8/26/2009
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PROVENANCE

60

What is the main
PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTIC that
records and people HAVE
IN COMMON?
8/26/2009
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WE ARE ORGANIC

61

“
COUNT IT ALL JOY”
(James 1:2)

8/26/2009
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COUNT IT ALL JOY, MY BRETHREN, WHEN
YOU MEET VARIOUS TRIALS.
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